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This is the first of a s~ries of weekly reports designed to 
help you fruit growers plan your pest control program. Light fruit 
crops are anticipated this year, which means that insect and disease 
control may be a real problem. 
At the present time we are concerned with dormant sprays. 
Entomologists have reported an increase of scale insects in most or­
chards~ Red mite eggs are also present in apples and peaches . through­
out most orchards of the tri-state area ... Illinois, Kentucky and 
Indiana. 
Dormant sprays should be applied now. Every grower should 
have a copy of the 1950 spray recommendations for his state. For this 
information, Indiana growers should write to G. ·E .. Lehker, Purdue Uni­
versity, Lafayette, Indiana; Kentucky growers should write toW. D. 
Armstrong, Princeton, Kentucky; Illinois growers should write to G. c.­
Decker, Natural Resources Building, Urbana, rllinois. 
Spray service report cooperators are urged to send informs~ 
tion concerning their. respective areas to Dr. G. C. Decker, Natural Ra­
sources Building, Urbana, Illinois, by· Thursday morning of each week. 
· (Note: Subsequent reports will begin with a general state­
ment of conditions, followed by more complete details on the situation 
· in each of the areas described on the map above. ) 
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Areas to in Text 
No. 2--April 2-8, 1950 
The wea~ther generally has been cool and wet~ Little devel­
opment of fruit or peats has taken place since last week except in 
the southern areas. 
In Area 1 (see map), · peach bloom was about 10 percent on 
March 29, but only an occasional bloom could be found in the Carbon­
dale, Illinois, area. Although there is still no bloom in Areas 3 
I • 
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~ and 4, leaf tips ·are showing, so it is probably too late to apply 
dormant sprays on peaches in any of the major peach-growing sections. 
The first tarnished plant bugs were jarred in southern Illinois on 
March 28. 
Dormant sprays can still be applied on apple. Buds are in 
the silver tip stage in Area 2. Winterkill of Forbes scale around 
Carbondale and in western Illinois amounts to only about 50 percent, 
so there are plenty of live scale to justify the application of dor­
mant or delayed-dormant sprays. Buds show no development in northern 
Indiana. ~ Growers in Area 7 therefore· have at least two more weeks in 
which to apply the dormant s-pray. 
Aphid hatch began at Bedford, Illinois, on March 26, and 
some hatch was also noticed the past week. 
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Grapes and strawberries have apparently come through the 
winter in excellent shape. 
********** 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Illinois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This re­
port was compiled by Carl Weinman, Illinois Natural History Survey. 
********** 
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No. 3--April 9-16, 1950 URittl\Slll Uf \lLHUH 
Area 1. Western Ke.ntuclS"Y and Villa Ridge, Ill.: It may be 
too late for the DDT-sulfur appl l cation on peaches in this area. 
Peaches are past the full bloom period. Growers should be ready for 
the early shuck split application. Cool weather, of course, will de­
lay tree development and the first shucks may split around the 17th. 
Apples should be ready for the prepink spray this \·reek. With scab 
spores maturing rapidly in the dead leaves, the first rain should 
cause a discharge. Thus growers should keep a protective fungicide 
on the foliage. Those with rust problems should start Ferbam sprays 
early this year. 
It is no longer considered safe to dig strawberry plants 
from fields infested by corn borers because crown borer egg laying 
will increase rapidly with warm weather. 
Area 2. Carbondale-Vincennes: Peaches should be receiving 
sulfur-DDT applications. Repeated applications at 3 to 4 day inter­
vals through the bloom period are suggested. 
Apples are advancing rapidly, and it is too late for dinitro 
dormant sprays. Growers should plan early scab sprays, because scab 
spores are mature now and will discharge with the first rain. 
1 
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Areas 3 and 4: Belleville-Hardin-Centralia; Bedford­
Lexington: Cool weather is delaying tree development. Some peaches 
should be blooming by April 10. Start sulfur and DDT applications 
early and repeat at 3 to 4 day intervals to control blight and cat­
facing insects. 
Apples are still fairly dormant and probably should receive 
dormant sprays safely. 
7. Quincy-Pittsfield: Champaign-Peoria-
LaFayette; Northern Indiana-Illinois: Peaches and apples are still 
dormant and may be so treated. Peach growers should plan a dormant 
fungicide with the oil spray. Leaf curl is likely to be a problem in 
these areas. 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report 1 presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­
linois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois department 
of horticulture. 
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No. 4--April 17-23, 1950 Are~~ RefArred to 
Area 1. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Ill.: Most apple 
varieties a·re in the pink stage. Fungicide sprays for scab control 
are definitely in order now, particularly since weather has so far 
been most unfavorable for effective applications. The first codling 
moth pupa was observed in an emergence cage at Villa Ridge on April 10~ 
No red-banded leafroller larvae have been reported, and aphids are 
still scarce. 
Petal fall on peaches is about 50 percent complete. The 
cool weather has so retarded both insect development and brown~rot 
spore discharge that sulfur-DDT applications may still be of value. 
It now appears that shuck split will not come until the middle or end 
of the week. One curculio adult was jarred at the edge of a woods 
near Mounds on April 10, but no general migration of curculio to or­
chards has yet occurred. 
Area 2. Carbondale-Vincennes: Duchess apples are in the 
pink stage, and most other varieties are approaching the pink. Romas, 
however, are still in delayed-dormant condition. It is too late to 
apply dormant-oil sprays except possibly on Romes. A few red-banded 
leafroller egg masses have been found at Vincennes, but flights of 
adults are still light. The first codling moth pupa was observed in 
1 
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an emergence cage at Carbondale on April 12. Green apple aphids are 
hatching, but aphid populations generally are still low. 
Peaches are in full bloom. Although tarnished plant bugs 
have appeared only in small numbers and brown-rot spore discharge has 
been delayed by the cool weather, DDT-sulfur sprays are definitely 
indicated now. 
Kieffer pears are approaching full bloom. 
Flights of armyworm moths have been unusually heavy. 
Area 3. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia: Most apple varieties 
are in an early prepink stage. It is now too late for dormant-oil 
applications except on the latest blooming varieties. Scab sprays 
should be started this week. 
Elberta peaches are 30-60 percent in bloom. DDT-sulfur 
sprays for blossom blig~tt and cat-racing insects are in order. These 
applications should be repeated at four-day intervals. This is es­
pecially important in orchards which were badly damaged by brown rot 
last season. One curculio was jarred at Centralia on April 11, but 
no definite migration has yet begun. 
Area 4. Bedford-Lexington: Development of both apples and 
peaches has been almost at a standstill since March 29. Rome apples 
are still definitely in the dormant stage, and most other varieties 
are in the delayed-dormant. Delayed dormant sprays are still safe on 
Rome and probably on other late-blooming varieties. 
With continued cold weather, the peach crop prospects are 
deteriorating. Gage-Elbertas are about 30 percent in bloom, but many 
buds on trees on high ground have been hurt by the cold weather. If 
war·m weather comes along soon, DDT-sulfur sprays will need to be ap­
plied this week. 
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Dormant oil sprays may still be applied to grapes. New 
berry settings should be made at once. 
Areas 5, 6,& 1, Quincy-Pittsfield; Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette; 
Northern Indiana-Illinois: There has been essentially no further de­
velopment of fruit buds since last week. Dormant sprays may still be 
safely applied to both apples and peaches. 
**********• 
- That concludes toaay's spray service report, presented Tn 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies includ· 
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Illinois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincenn~s, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Carl Weinman, Illinois Natural History Survey. 
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Areas Referred to in Text 
No. 5--April 23-29, 1950 
Area 1. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Ill.: Cold 
weather has caused considerable damage to peaches. The damage varies 
from complete kill to none, depending on the location of the orchard. 
Most peach petals have fallen, and with warm weather there should be 
some shuck cracking this week. Curculios are entering the orchards. 
Dissections of females indicate that with warm weather egg-laying may 
start April 24-29. 
Some apple varieties will be in bloom this week. Frequent 
rains and cool weather are conducive to scab developm~nt, so fungi­
cides are suggested for protection. 
Strawberry weevils are expected to be active soon in in-
rested patches. Crown borer control treatments should be applied 
where necessary. Weevil control should be started ahead of bloom in 
areas of known infestation. 
Area 2. Carbondale-Vincennes: Reports from both Vincennes 
and Carbondale indicate that apples should be approaching bloom during 
the week of April 24. Growers with problem blocks should apply fire-
blight sprays as soon as 20 percent of the blossoms have opened. Other­
wise, scab sprays should be continued. If cool weather continues, a 
scab spray should be applied in the bloom. Red-banded leaf roller eggs 
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are still difficult to find. Lead arsenate should not be necessary in 
the pink or cluster-bud spray. 
Peaches are in full bloom to petal fall. The late freezes 
damaged about 10 percent of the advanced flowers. Most varieties 
should lose all their petals this week. Tarnished plant bugs and 
stink bugs are gradually on the increase, and DDT applications to 
control these pests should not be neglected in orchards with a light 
crop. A few curculio have been jarred from border trees. 
Area 3. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia: Most apple varieties 
should be in the cluster-bud this week; therefore frequent scab sprays 
are recommended. 
Peaches are in the full bloom and should approach petal fall 
the latter part of the week. Tree jarrings at Centralia have netted 
tarnished plant bugs, stink bugs and a few curculio. This week is 
the time to apply DDT and sulfur to control catfacing insects and 
brown rot blossom blight. The late freezes damaged approximately 
10-15 percent of the open flowers. 
Area 4. Bedford-Lexington: Apples will be in the cluster­
bud this week and should be receiving fungicides to control scab. De­
licious were about 20 percent injured in the Lexington area during the 
late freezes. 
Elberta peach blossoms were reduced 25-50 percent at Bedford 
and 90 perc~nt at Lexington during the low temperatures of April 13 
and 14. Most varieties will be in full bloom this week, and DDT-sulfur 
applications are in order. Both tarnished plant bugs and stink bugs 
have been jarred. 
Strawberries are just starting to develop and show no freeze 
damage. 
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Areas 5 & 6. Quincy-Pittsfield; Champaign-Peoria-LaFayette: 
In Area 5 some apple varieties will be in the cluster-bud by the lat­
ter part of this week. Therefore, frequent scab sprays are suggested. 
In Area 6 most varieties will be in the prepink stage by 
April 26 and should be receiving fungicide treatments. Scab spores 
are well developed, and a heavy early infection is anticipated if 
suitable rains occur. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: At Moline growers still 
have time to apply dormant spray. Apples should be approaching the 
delayed dormant stage by the 27th. This is the last week to apply 
the ground treatment to reduce apple scab. 
In northern Indiana most apple varieties will be in the 
delayed dormant by the 26th. Thus growers should have the dormant 
treatment on before that . time. Peaches are rapidly developing and 
are past the dormant spray period. 
* * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Illinois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This re­
port was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois De­
partment of Horticulture. 
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No. 6--April 30-May 6, 1950 
• I 
Area 1. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Ill.. : A few warm 
days sandwiched in between the cold advanced both fruit and insect de­
velopment. Peach shucks are splitting and shedding rapidly. Most 
varieties of apples are in or approaching the petal fall stage. 
Plum curculio are out, and in numbers, but they are still 
largely confined to the first four or five rows of trees. Egg punc­
tures in plums were observed at Mayfield, Ky., April 25, so egg-laying 
will be well under way this week. Codling moth pupation is well 
started, but no moths have emerged to date. The first Oriental fruit 
moths emerged April 24 at Princeton, Ky. Tarnished plant bugs seem to 
be decreasing and stink bugs increasing. 
Conditions generally have not been favorable for scab, but 
there is an abundance of spores, and wet weather could still produce 
heavy primary infection. Peach blossom blight is reported to be ser­
ious in a number of orchards, particularly on early Elberta and Redbird 
varieties. 
Area 2. Carbondale-Vincennes: Apple bud and bloom have been 
speeded up by warmer weather. On April 24 at Vincennes the following 
development was reported: Duchess 3/4 bloom, Winesap pink, and Rome 
prepink. Early bloomers like Duchess are shedding petals in Jackson 
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and Union counties and will probably be ready for calyx sprays this 
week. Peaches began dropping petals during the week, and shucks should 
split this week if weather is warm. A survey in Vincennes area indi­
catesa spotted and light peach crop. Cold weather April 14-15 appar­
ently destroyed 25 to 50 percent of the bloom. Injury was more severe 
on light sandy loam than on heavier clay soils. 
Plum curculio came out of hibernation in numbers, and many 
of the adults examined contained mature eggs. At Vincennes, the first 
codling moth pupae were found April 23. A few Oriental fruit moths 
have been in flight for several days. Red-banded leaf roller activity 
continues light, and egg masses are still hard to find. The hatching 
of aphid eggs appears to be complete, but the infestations are light. 
Red mite eggs had not started hatching at midweek. 
The tarnished plant bug population seems to be light, but 
several species of stink bugs may be more than usually abundant. 
Showers April 18-23 produced little scab infection, but a wet period 
this week could still produce serious infection. 
Area 3. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia: Apples should be in 
full bloom on most varieties by May l. If warm weather occurs this 
week (May l-6), development will be rapid and petals should start fall­
ing by May 8. A fungicide application in the bloom is suggested for 
protection against scab. 
Peaches are in the petal fall stage, and with warm weather 
there should be some shuck cracking by May 6. Curculio have been 
jarred from the orchard margins. Stink bugs and tarnished plant bugs 
are also being collected from jarrings. 
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Area 4. Bedford-Lexington: Apples are approaching full 
bloom. A full-bloom fungicide is suggested ror scab protection if 
rainy weather occurs. Peaches should be receiving DDT-sulfur appli­
cations now. Treatments for strawberry weevil are in order. Grapes 
are past the dormant spray period. 
Area 5. Quincy-Pittsfield~ Most apples varieties will be 
in the pink or cluster-bud stage by May 1. Some bloom may appear by 
May 6 if the weather turns warm. Scab sprays should be continued at 
least at seven-day intervals, or more often if heavy rains occur. 
Growers should watch for the early bloom and apply Bordeaux mixture 
in blocks where fireblight is a problem. 
Peach growers spould be applying DDT-sulfur for catfacing 
insects and blossom blight. 
Area 6. Champaign-Peoria-LaFayette: Cool weather has re­
tarded tree development. Most orchards will show a prepink to pink 
stage this week and should be receiving scab fungicides accordingly. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Apples will be in the 
prepink stage this week and should be receiving scab sprays. The 
cluster-bud period should occur by approximately May 8. The first 
major scab spore discharge is expected May 4-8, depending on the 
weather. 
Peaches in northern Indiana will be in the prepink about 
May 5. Growers should prepare to start the prebloom spray of liquid 
lime sulfur and DDT. This spray is suggested when the blossoms show 
pink. 
* * * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Illinois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by G. C. Decker and Dwight Powell of the University of 
Illinois Department of Horticulture. 
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No. 7--May 7-13
. 1 1950 Areas 
MAY ~ 1950 
In order to secure full benefits of the weeklY surav.lls~f1iceUIUVUlSITf Of 11 a:·, , 
report, it is very important for each g~ower to have a copy of the 
spray circular of 
( 
his own state. Write to your experiment station now 
if you do not have a copy of swch recommendations. The spray service 
report will inform the grower regarding the time to apply certain 
sprays. The spray circular lists the materials to use for the various 
applications. 
Area 1. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Ill.: Apples 
should be receiving the first cover spray~ Conditions have been ideal 
for rust and scab development. Thus fungicide containing ferbam should 
be used where rust, in particular, is a problem. Codling moth adults 
have started emerging in cages but have not been caught in traps. Red­
banded leaf roller egg hatch has started. 
Peaches should be receiving BHC, chlordane, or lead arsenate 
applications fo~ curculio control. Sulfur, of course, should also be 
included for peach scab. Curculio punctures have been observed on 
. plums. 
Area 2. Carbondale-Vincennes: Apples will be ready for the 
calyx application in most orchards May 8-10. A few red-banded leaf 
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roller eggs have hatched. The abundance of such eggs seems to vary 
considerably from orchard to orchard. No codling moth activity has 
been reported to date, and aphids are scarce up to this period. Red 
mite egg hatch has been observed at Vincennes. 
Peaches at Carbondale should be receiving the shuck split, 
while at Vincennes peaches should be splitting the shucks by May 8 and 
should be ready for an early shuck split spray by May 10. Curculio 
population has doubled since last week in the Carbondale area but is 
still light at Vincennes. Oriental fruit moth adults are active but 
still scarce because of prevailing cool weather. Tarnished plant bugs 
are diminishing at Vincennes, and stink bugs are still at a normal 
level. 
Area 3. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia: Apples should be ap­
proaching petal fall this week, probably by the 12th. A bloom fungi­
cide is suggested to protect against scab. Wettable sulfur, 5-6 lb., 
would be suitable. Red-banded leaf roller eggs are abundant in Calhoun 
County orchards and should be hatching by May 8. Peaches are still in 
the petal fall, and shuck-splitting is expected by May 8. Curculio is 
on the increase; therefore an early shuck split application would be 
wise. 
Area 4. Bedford-LexingtoE: Some varieties of apples, such 
as Delicious, will be ready for the calyx spray by May 8. Aphids will 
bear watching because some orchards are showing curled leaves. Weather 
has been conducive to scab development, and coverage at least every 
5-7 days is suggested. 
Peaches will be in the shuck-split by May 8 and should be re­
ceiving treatment accordingly. Curculio is scarce at Lexington and 
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Louisville but is prevalent at Bedford. Stink bugs and tarnished plant 
bugs are both active. 
Grapes should receive the first ferbam spray this week for 
black rot control. 
Strawberries will be in full bloom by May 8. There is still 
time for strawberry weevil control; use a 5% chlordane and 5% DDT dust 
mixture. 
Area 5. Quincy-Pittsfield: Apples will be in full bloom 
this week and a bloom fungicide i~ suggested consisting of 5 lb. of 
wettable sulfur or 3 lb. of wettable sulfur plus 1/2 lb. of a 70% 
ferbam spray to 100 gallons of water. 
Peaches should be receiving a shuck split application May 12. 
Area 6. Champaign-Peoria-LaFayette: Most apple varieties 
are in the pinl{ bud or cluster bud stage. Fungicide sprays at 5-7 day
intervals are suggested. Full bloom in this area will probably occur 
May 13-15. Do not forget the blight spray of 2-4-100 Bordeaux in the 
problem blocks. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Apples are in the pre­
pink to pink stage, and weather has been conducive to scab spore dis­
charge. Thus fungicide protection is necessary. With warm weather, 
tree development will go rapidly now, and it is predicted that apple
bloom will occur about May 17. Blocks susceptible to firebligbt should 
receive the blight spray with 20% of the blooms open. 
Peaches will be in full bloom this week and should be receiv­
ing sulfur-DDT applications for blossom blight and catfacing insects. 
* * * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report,presented in co­
operation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies including
the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois,
the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal Deciduous ' 
Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report was compiled
by Dwight Powell of the Univer.sity of Illinois Department of Horticul­
ture. 
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Areas to in Text 
No. 8--May 14-20, 1950 
Area 1. Western Ke~tu_cky and Villa__B.idge, Ill.: Apples 
should be receiving the first cover this week. Codling moth adults 
are appearing in cages and also in traps. The first trap catch oc­
curred on May 4 at Princeton and on May ~ at Paducah. Some hatching 
of codling moth eggs is expected in the southern part of Area 1 by 
May 15. 
Peaches are growing fast. Many curculio are being jarred, 
and egg punctures are plentiful. Frequent poison applications are 
suggested. 
Area 2. Carbondale-Vincennes: Apples should be in the 
calyx to first-cover period this week. Peak hatch of red-banded leaf 
roller occurred at Vincennes on May 5-6. Codling moth emergence ln 
cages started in three different locations at Carbondale and Cobden 
on May 7. No emergence had occurred at Vincennes as of May g. 
Peache~ are past the shuck fall. Curculio population is as 
high as last year and there are only one-fourth as many peaches for 
them to feed on; therefore adequate protection will be needed. Some 
red-banded leaf roller eggs have been found on peaches. TDE is recom­
mended where necessary. 
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Area 3. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia: At Hardin 65 percent 
of the red-banded leaf roller eggs have hatched. Watch the effect of 
the lead arsenate calyx spray. If control has not been obtained, then 
be prepared to use a TDE spray in the first cover. Most growers in 
Area 3 will be applying the calyx or calyx-topoff sprays this week. 
Peaches are growing rapidly and most of the shucks are off 
by this time. The curculio population has doubled since last week. 
This week should be the peak for first-brood curculio damage, so it 
is important to apply insecticides. 
Area 4. Bedford-Lexington: The calyx spray should be ap­
plied at once to apples. Mites are becoming serious in some orchards, 
and inside leaves are showing some bronzing. Under such conditions, 
a mite spray is advised. No scab has appeared yet, but weather has 
been favorable for its development. Aphids are producing some leaf 
curl but apparently are not increasing noticeably. 
Peaches and cherries should be receiving curculio sprays. 
The curculio population has not increased much since last week, but 
numbers are sufficient to cause damage. 
Grapes should receive the second ferbam spray by May 17 for 
black rot control. 
Crown borer and strawberry weevil are still very active. 
Strawberries will be in full bloom this week. 
Area 5. Quincy-Pittsfield: Growers will be applylng the 
calyx spray this week on apples. This calls for a thorough application 
of lead arsenate with a suitable fungicide. Red-banded leaf roller egg 
hatch is under way, and it is important to spray the inside foliage 
thoroughly. 
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Area 6. ChampaigJ;l-Peoria-LClF~yette: All apple varieties 
will be in full bloom by May 15. With warm weather the bloom period 
will be short, and some varieties will be ready for the calyx spray 
by May 19- Scab infectlons were found May 9 on the primary leaves. 
This means that primary infection occurred during the April 30 rains, 
before many orchards had been sprayed. It is doubly important to pre­
vent secondary infection under these conditions. A mercurial spray in 
the calyx would help to eradicate primary infections. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illi.noi.s: At Rock Island some ap­
ples should be blooming by May 15 if warm weather continues. Early­
bloom sprays for fireblight control are suggested in problem blocks. 
Otherwise, continue scab sprays at 7-day intervals. Growers in this 
area should not use lime sulfur on Jonathan or Golden Delicious after 
the prebloom period. 
In Northern Indiana apples will be in full bloom May 15-17. 
Fireblight sprays are in order in problem blocks. A full-bloom sulfur 
spray for scab may be necessary in some orchards. 
Peaches will be in the petal-fall stage thi.s week. DDT ap­
plications for cat-facing insects are in order if they have not already 
been applied. 
* * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in co­
operation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies including
the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois,
the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal Deciduous 
Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report was com­
piled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Department of Hort­
iculture. 
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Areas Referred to in Text 
No. 9--May 21-27, 1950 
Area 1. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Illinois: Codling 
moth emergence has increased rapidly with the warm weather of May 14, 
15, and 16. Growers will be applying the first and second covers this 
week. It would appear that the second cover will catch a few of the 
early codling moth larvae. 
Curculio adults have dropped somewhat in numbers, indicating 
that the peak first brood has passed. Oriental fruit moth had wilted 
a few twigs in Masaac County as of May 15. 
Area 2. Carbondale-Vincennes: Adult codling moth were first 
caught in traps at Vincennes May 13, indicating that the first hatch 
will not occur before May 25 to May 30. Forty-five percent of the 
overwintering larvae have pupated. At Carbondale activity of moths in­
creased on May 14, 15, and 16. Red mites are appearing where no dor­
mant sprays were applied. Orchards showing three mites per leaf should 
receive a mite spray in the second cover. Red-banded leaf roller egg 
hatch is complete for the first brood. In general, the population of 
this insect is low. Scab weather has been ideal; therefore a fungi­
cide should be continued in the second cover. Curculios have probably 
pa.ssed the peak of first-brood egg-laying, although sufficient numbers 
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are being jarred to warrant applying poison. The peak flight of Ori­
ental moths occurred at Vincennes on May 15. 
Area 3. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia: Apples will be in the 
first-cover stage this week. The first codling moth emergence occurred 
at Grafton on May 12 and at Belleville on May 16. Egg hatch of cod­
ling moth should not occur before June 8-10. Scab weather has been 
ideal, and fungicides are necessary. Red-banded leaf roller egg hatch 
is almost complete. Larvae are not difficult to find in this area. 
Curculio population will be at high ebb this week, and everyone should 
apply a poison. Curculio stings are also common on apples. It looks 
as though we will have to plan a regular curculio spray for apples in 
the future. 
Area 4. Bedford-Lexington: Apples will be receiving the 
first cover spray this week. The first codling moth emergence occurred 
May 15 at Lexington. Weather has helped scab development, so continue 
fungicides. 
Curculio stings are prevalent on peaches. The peak migration 
of adults should occur this week. Stink bugs are still common in the 
orchards. 
Area 5. Quincy-Pittsfield: The first codling moth emergence 
occurred on May 15 at Quincy. Pupation is now about 50 percent. Leaf 
roller larvae are prevalent in the Barry section. Thorough sprays on 
the inside of the tree are suggested. Continue a full fungicide pro­
gram. 
Area 6. Champaign-Peoria-LaFayette: Most orchards will be 
ready for the calyx spray this week. Calyx cups are closing rapidly 
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on earlier varieties as of this date (May 18). Scab is developing 
secondary infectl.on now; thus a full, thorough fungicide program is 
important. 
Area 7. Northern Indi~na-Illinois: Most apple varieties 
are in full bloom. The next spray will be in the petal-fall or calyx 
stage, probably May 22-27 depending on variety. Codling moth pupa­
tion is about 10 percent in emergence cages. A few mites have been 
observed on the primary leaves in some orchards. 
Peaches will be ready for the shuck-split application 
May 23-27. 
********** 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in co­
operation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies including 
the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illi­
nois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal Decid­
uous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report was 
compiled by Dwight Powel~ of the University of Illinois Department of 
Horticulture. 
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No. 10--May 29-June 3, 1950 Are~s Ref~rred to in 
General: Bitter rot and black rot were serious in many or­
chards of southern Illinois last year. It is suggested that the pres­
ent cover sprays contain 1/2-1-100 Bordeaux mixture in order to prevent 
a recurrence of these diseases. Summer oil will tend to reduce Bor­
de a ux injury . 
Thirteen-year periodical cicada will appear this year in the 
southern third of Illinois and Indiana. It is already starting in 
Union and Pulaski counties, Illinois, and around Vincennes. TEP, 2/3 
pint to 100 gallons, is giving very good kill of cicada but it has no 
residual toxicity. 
Area 1. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Illinois: Fresh 
codling moth entrances were observed on May 19 at Paducah. This would 
indicate a peak hatch for this area starting May 28. A good cover spray 
now would be excellent to reduce first-brood infestation. Curculio is 
serious on apples, and it may be necessary to apply a chlordane spray 
in some orchards. Both species of mites are increasing on apples, and 
a mite spray is advised if more than 3 mites per leaf are found. Scab 
is appearing on the fruit now along with cedar rust. In general, a 
weak Bordeaux fungicide is recommended. 
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On peaches, curculio adults are declining. The first larvae 
were leaving peaches and plums at Paducah on May 23 and 24. Destroy­
ing all dropped peaches would reduce second-brood curculio. 
Area 2 and 3. Carbondale-Vinc~nnes, Belleville-Hardin­
Centralia: Codling moth hatch should start May 28. According to trap 
and cage counts, peak emergence of moths occurred on May 19 as far 
north as Farina, Illinois, so it is very important to apply a spray 
starting May 28. This will probably be the third cover in most or­
chards. Recent warm, fairly dry weather should make conditions ideal 
for codling moth damage. Red-banded leaf roller damage is appearing 
in many orchards, and a TDE spray is suggested where necessary. The 
red mite population is not considered serious enough to warrant spray­
ing at present except possibly in orchards where dormant sprays were 
not applied. Some fire blight damage is appearing. Curculio injury 
is continuir1g on apples in some orchards, and it may be necessary to 
apply a chlordane spray to control them. 
On peaches, curculio is on the decline. Oriental fruit moth 
in general is light but has been found in both twigs and fruit. These 
larvae are about two-thirds mature. Some red-banded leafroller is 
prevalent in peaches, so it is advisable to watch closely for this 
pest. 
Area 4 and 5. Bedford-Lexington, Quincy-Pittsfield: Codling 
moth emergence is increasing rapidly. Some egg hatch is expected by 
May 31--June 2. A cover spray this week is advised. Scab weather 
continues, and fungicide protection is advised if control up to now 
has not been satisfactory. Mites do not appear to be prevalent at 
this time. Leafroller damage is serious in some orchards of Area 5, 
and TDE sprays are recommended. 
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On peaches, curculio damage seems to have passed the peak. 
Stink bugs and even tarnished plant bugs can still be found by jarring. 
Oriental fruit moth larvae are entering the twigs now. Some mites have 
been found on peaches for the first time. 
If grapes are not in bloom, there is still time to apply 
ferbam for black rot control. 
Crown borer is still active in strawberries, but nothing can 
be done about it now. 
Area 6. Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: Codling moth emergence 
has started, the first adults appearing in cages on May 22. The first 
hatch should occur during the week of June 5. Scab continues to be 
serious, particularly in Illinols. Indiana reports a light infection. 
Thus fungicide protection should be continued where necessary. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Most orchards will be 
receiving the first cover spray this week starting May 28. Curculio 
i~jury is likely to be serious on apples this year. Growers in the 
Rock Island--Moline area have reported finding them already. Chlor­
dane, 1 pound actual to 100 gallons of water, added to the standard 
ingredients of the first cover spray will aid in controlling curculio. 
Chlordane is compatible with such materials as lead arsenate, sulfur, 
ferbam, etc. Scattered scab infections are appearing; thus full-strengfu 
fungicides should be continued. Red mites are appearing in many or­
chards; some orchards show as many as 7 per leaf even though dormant 
oils were applied. It is thought that 3 mites per leaf are sufficient 
to warrant a mite spray. 
Peaches are rapidly losing the shuck and should receive a 
poison application for curculio control. The first curculio were re­
ported May 25, so they will probably continue to increase for at least 
the next two weeks. 
********** 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in co­
operation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies, including 
the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois, 
the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal Deciduous 
Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report was com­
piled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Department of Hort­
iculture. 
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No. 11--June 5-10, 1950 
Area l. Western Kentucky a,nd Villa Ridge, Illinois: Cod­
ling moth hatching is increasing rapidly over most of western Ken­
tucky. Cage emergence has decreased in Union County, Illinois, 
indicating that most of the first-brood moths are out. Thus another 
spray this week (June 5) should help materially in decreasing first­
brood infestation. Green aphids appear to be increasing. 
Curculio seems to be under control in well-sprayed orchards, 
but adults full of mature eggs are still plentiful in young and old 
peach plantings which have not been well cared for. 
Areas2 and 3. Carbondale-Vincennes; Belleville-Hardin­
Centralia: Peak bait trap catches of codling moth adults were ob­
tained at Vincennes on May 17 to 26. Emergence cages are about fin­
ished at Carbondale, Belleville, Grafton and Farina. This would 
indicate that a peak egg hatch is ready to start this week. Recent 
rains have washed off much of the spray residue, so an immediate cover 
is essential. Red-banded leafroller damage is appearing in many or­
chards. Most of the first-brood larvae are mature now, and some of 
them started to pupate on May 29. 
Cicada continues to develop. TEP (40%) as low as 1/4 pint 
has been effective in killing these insects. Cicada egg laying usually 
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starts about 15 days afterthe first adults emerge, so June 1-6 should 
be the best time to destroy them. Thorough applications of TEP must 
be made in order to get effective control. 
Growers intending to use parathion as an emergence spray 
should do so this week, as Forbes and San Jose scale should be hatch­
ing. 
Curculio is still prevalent but is on the decline. Contin­
ued protection is essential. 
Areas 4 and 5. Bedford-Lexington: Quincy-Pittsfield: Cod­
ling moth activity has been high this past week. Hatching of eggs 
should start in earnest this week (June 5). The first hatch was re­
ported from Bedford May 29. Red-banded leafroller is active in many 
orchards, with most of the first-brood larvae mature. Scab is evident 
in many orchards, and where it is present a mild fungicide program 
should be continued. Mites are a serious threat. Keep a constant 
watch and time applications to prevent mite damage. 
Curculio was at a peak on peaches in jarrings made May 29. 
This justifies another curculio spray this week. Cat-facing insects 
are still plentiful and are causing damage. 
Area 6. Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: Codling moth emergence 
has been heavy at Peoria and Nauvoo through the period May 24-29. Some 
egg hatch should be occurring now, with peak hatch expected by June 
10-15. Scab continues to be a problem, and a mild fungicide is needed 
in the present sprays. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Apples will be receiv­
ing the first and second covers at this time, depending on location. 
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No codling moth emergence has been reported. Watch for curculio dam­
age on apples, and apply a chlordane spray if necessary. Mites are 
increasing rapidly, and a mite spray in the next application is ad­
vised. A full fungicide schedule for scab control is suggested. 
Curculio is prevalent in peach orchards, and poison applies­
tions at 7- to 10-day intervals are suggested. 
********** 
That concludes today's spray servic~ report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stationsof Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­
linois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Department 
of Horticulture, 
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No. 12--June 11-17, 1950 UIIVtiUIH Qf H.. lr~ :· i 
Areas 1 and 2. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Illinois: 
Carbondale-Vincennes: New codling-moth entries are rapidly increasing. 
It is important now to have a good cover of insecticide on the apples, 
as these areas are now in the peak of egg hatch. Plum curculios are 
still active in apple orchards adjacent to peaches, but they are grad­
ually decreasing in numbers. 
Red-banded leafrollers are apparently between broods, with 
a few moths emerging now. Be ready to apply a TDE spray about the end 
of the week in infested orchards. European red mites are beginning to 
appear in numbers in many orchards. Scale crawlers were observed over 
this area during the past week, so that now is the time to apply sum­
mer control measures for these pests. Cicadas began laying eggs in 
Areas 1 and 2 about June 1. Good results against this pest have been 
reported from the use of TEP sprays, which are best applied very early 
in the morning while most of the cicadas are quietly resting in the 
trees. 
Plum curculios in peach orchards are decreasing rapidly in 
Area l,but in Area 2 there has been little if any decrease during the 
past week. The first-brood period is probably about over in Area 1. 
The oriental fruit moth is also between broods now, with the first lar­
vae of the next brood expected in Area 1 this week. 
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Lesser peach tree borer adults began emerging at Vincennes 
on June 1. 
Area 3. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia: New codling-moth en­
tries are increasing rapidly. Peak hatch probably will occur the first 
of this week. With several recent rains in this area, secondary scab 
infection is moderate to severe where the primary infection was not 
adequately controlled. European red mites are reported from Calhoun 
county, Illinois. The next hatch of red-banded leafroller is expected 
in A~ea ~about ~une 18. 
Plum curculio numbers in peach orchards are about the same 
as last week or slightly larger, following the recent rains. It will 
be necessary to continue first-brood applications at regular intervals 
for another 10 days or 2 weeks at least. Leafrollers are appearing in 
a few peach orchards but not yet in sufficient numbers to warrant spe­
cial sprays. Watch for young larvae to appear about June 18. 
Almost mature oriental fruit moth larvae are entering peaches 
or feeding on the surface like leafrollers. No DDT sprays are recom­
mended at this time, however, as this pest is approaching a between­
broods peri.od. Be prepared to use DDT in the last first-brood spray. 
Brown rot is showing up· in fruit already in some local areas. 
Where this condition exists, sulfur sprays should be applied as fre­
quently as once a week. Bacterium pruni leaf spot is also beginning 
to appear, but since there is no specific control for this disease, 
no special sprays are indicated. 
Areas 4 and 5. Bedford-Lexington; Quincy-Pittsfield: The 
last of the codling-moth adult emergence has been delayed by heavy 
rains and cool weather, but new adults are now appearing with the re­
turn of higher temperatures. Many fresh entries were observed in both 
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these areas during the past week. Extra care should be taken to spray 
thoroughly around packing sheds and roadside markets, where serious 
infestations are already appearing. 
Two-spotted mites average as high as 25-30 per leaf in some 
orchards, and some strawberry patches have been reported to be so 
heavily infested with mites that a post-harvest mite spray may need to 
be applied. 
The heavy rains followed by hot weather have made ideal con-
di tions for the- dev-e--lopment o-f--s-cab. UkfU~~~eak-bordeaux ~prays 
must be continued on apples. 
Plum curculio on peaches is on the decrease somewhat, but 
sufficient numbers are still present to warrant continued sprays. The 
first mature larvae are leaving the peaches in these areas now. 
A ferbam spray should be applied to grapes as soon as the 
bloom drop is complete. 
Area 6. Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: Codling-moth larvae are 
hatching. A cover spray should be applied now if that has not been done 
during the past week. With frequent rains, scab is still a problem.
Be sure to include a mild fungicide in these sprays. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Codling-moth emergence
has begun, the first adults having appeared during the past week. Or­
chards in this area should be getting the second-cover spray at once. 
Be sure to include a fungicide for scab control. 
Red-banded leafroller and rosy aphids are on the increase in 
Area 7, and curculio damage on apples is common. Apply a chlordane 
spray at once to apples being attacked by curculio. 
* * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­
linois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect La.boratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Carl J. Weinman of the Illinois Natural History Survey. 
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JU, Areas Referred to in TextNo. 13--June 18 - 24, 1950 
Area 1. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Illinois: Al­
though hatch of codling moth eggs is well past the peak in this area, 
heavy hatching continues. It is quite likely that orchards in Area 1 
will need to be sprayed regularly this year, even during the period 
which we ordinarily consider as between broods. First-brood attack 
has been interrupted rather than continuous, but control has been good 
in well-sprayed orchards. Mites are increasing, and scale crawlers 
are still numerous. 
Although apple scab is light in well-sprayed orchards, con­
ditions have been favorable for its development, and fungicides should 
be continued. Conditions have been excellent for the development of 
bitter rot also. Use weak Bordeaux in those areas where this disease 
has been a problem. 
Plum curculio is now between broods. Most grubs have by 
this time entered the soil, but disking during the next ten days is 
definitely in order. 
Areas 2 and 3. Carbondale-Vincennes; Belleville-Hardin­
Centralia: · Emergence of adult codling moths is rapidly approaching 
completion in cages, and field collections of adults are tapering off. 
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Larval hatch continues; spray protection is still needed, but in gen­
eral control has been very good. 
Apple aphids have appeared in damaging numbers in many 
orchards. Red-banded leafroller adults are emerging; hatch of second­
brood eggs will begin early this week in Area 2 and late this week in 
Area 3. Watch both apples and peaches carefully this week and next 
for the appearance of this pest in serious numbers. Scale crawlers 
are still abundant in Area 2 and are beginning to appear in Area 3. 
Two-spotted mites are appearing in numbers in the centers of both ap­
ple and peach trees. 
Overwintering plum curculio adults are rapidly disappearing. 
The last first-brood spray should be applied immediately, if it has not 
already been put on. Save some time during the last two weeks in June 
for cultivating peach orchards to break up pupal cells and expose grubs 
and pupae to desiccation and predatory animals. 
Oriental fruit moth adults are nearing peak of emergence in 
Area 2 and are begir~ing to appear in Area 3. Where the last first­
brood spray for curculio is still to be applied, add 1 pound of DDT 
(actual) per 100 gallons to control this pest. 
Areas 4 and 5. Bedford-Lexington; Quincy-Pittsfield: Adult 
emergence of codling moth is tapering off, but egg hatch is at or near 
the peak. Be sure to provide adequate spray protection for apples dur­
ing this week and next. Aphids and mites are still increasing, and 
some damage from both pests is being reported from these areas. 
Plum curculio adults are decreasing gradually, and mature 
worms are leaving the fruit in Area 4. Protection against this pest 
is still needed, however, as · the between-broods period for curculio 
is still a weelc to ten days away. 
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Sprays to control berry moth and leafhoppers are in order 
now for grapes. Where mildew is a problem, be sure to have some Bor­
deaux or tribasic copper on the berries and leaves. 
Area 6. Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: Hatch of codling moth 
larvae is increasing. The third-cover spray should go on this week. 
Be sure to include a mild fungicide, as conditions have been most 
favorable for the development of scab. 
Nor-the-m Indi-a-na --!1:ifno±s--r-Emergenc-e ofL e-od1ing mo-tm 
adults is at or near the peak in this area. Where the second-cover 
spray has not been applied, 1t should go on 1mme<l 1.a tely. 
Apple scab, always a serious problem in Areas 6 and 7, is 
flourishing under ideal conditions for its development this year. Where 
this disease has already become ser~ous, use a "burn-out" spray a.t once. 
Frequent spraying with mild fungicides is imperative. 
********** 
That concludes today•s spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies, includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­
linois, the Illinois State Natural. History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This ~aport 
was compiled by Carl J. Weinman of the Illinois Natural History Survey. 
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RefP,rred to in Text 
No. 14--June 25 - July 1, 1950 
General. Mites are present throughout the tri-state area. 
Some orchards have none, while others have serious infestations. So 
it is up to you to watch your own orchard and act accordingly. If you 
do not know which mite spray to use, contact Experiment Station worlc­
ers in your state for further information. 
Although our recommendations on the use of DDT for peach 
borer control call for the first spray during the week of July 8, 
moths were emerging in the Centralia region as of June 21. So you may 
need to start earlier this year. If you plan to follow this practice, 
use DDT, 3 pounds actual (6 lb. of 50%) to 100 gallons, and spray only 
the area from the crotch to the base of the tree. We suggest three 
such applications at three-week intervals. 
Areas 1 and 2. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Illinois; 
Carbondale-Vincennes: Codling moth hatch is at a minimum now, indicat­
ing that first-brood attack is about over. It is important, however, 
to keep a protective residue on the fruit, because there will continue 
to be some new hatch until the second brood starts. The second brood 
should start about July 7. Second-brood red-banded leafroller has 
started. Keep a close check. If new larvae appear to be plentiful, 
you may need to apply TDE this week. 
1 
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Mites are serious in some orchards and very light in others. 
It's up to you what action to take. Five to seven mites per leaf are 
considered enough to require a mite spray. Apple scab is showing up 
in many orchards, probably because of the many heavy rains. Black rot 
is also appearing. So far no bitter rot has appeared. At the present 
time there is no better fungicide than weak Bordeaux. 
On peaches, curculio is between broods, although it is still 
possible to jar some. Some second-brood adults are expected to emerge 
in Kentucky this week. Oriental fruit moth second brood is well under 
way now, so PDT is in order where it is needed. Some second-brood 
larvae of the red-banded leafroller are appearing on peaches. It will 
pay to watch for them. Apply sulfur at frequent intervals on early 
varieties to control brown rot. A recent visit in various peach or­
chards indicates that most orchards have sufficient brown rot to cause 
trouble later on if the weather is favorable. 
Areas j and 4. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia; Bedford­
Lexington: First-brood codling moth is still hatching, and continued 
entries are expected with clear weather. Emergence cages are through, 
though, indicating that we are approaching the end of first-brood 
hatch. If you intend to band trees, you still have this week to get 
the bands on. Weather has been favorable for scab, and many orchards 
show infection. Weak Bordeaux is suggested. Second-brood leafroller 
1s expected to start this week. Forbes scale crawlers are prevalent 
in many orchards. 
On peaches, curculio is still present in the orchards. 
Enough larvae are entering pupation in the soil, however, to call for 
disking this week. Second-brood Oriental fruit moth should start this 
week. 
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There is still time to spray grapes for berry moth, black 
rot and leafhoppers. 
Areas 5 and 6. Quincy-Pittsfield; Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: 
Codling moth hatch is expected to pick up after the recent rains, so 
protection at 10-day intervals should be continued. Scab infection 
continues to build up in many orchards. Weak Bordeaux is suggested 
as the most effective summer fungicide. Scale crawlers are appearing 
in Area 5; where they are serious, pa~athion may be needed. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Codling moth emergence 
continues, and protection is needed. This week should be about the 
peak of hatch. Scab is a serious problem in most orchards, and a full 
fungicide program is suggested. Watch for the development of leaf­
rollers and mites. 
* * * * * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies, includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­
linois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous F~uit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Department 
of Horticulture. 
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Areas 1 and 2. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, Illinois; 
Carbondale-Vincennes: Early apple harvest should be well under way 
after July 4. Growers should not forget the late fruit and should 
keep protective sprays on them during this period. Some second-brood 
codling moth hatch may start this week in Area 1, but there is no ev­
idence of second-brood codling moths yet, and it will probably be at 
least a week before first hatch in the Carbondale-Vincennes area. No 
fresh entrances were observed at Carbondale during the past week, and 
only a few late first-brood entries were found at Vincennes. Red­
banded leafroller second brood is well under way. 
Weak Bordeaux fungicides should be continued where disease 
problems exist. 
On peaches, second-brood curculio has started, so there will 
be an increase in population where first-brood control was faulty. 
Second-brood Oriental fruit moth is about over, so DDT should not be 
used until the third brood starts. 
Continue sulfur for brown rot control. 
Areas 3 and 4. Belleville-Hardin-Centralia; Bedford­
Lexington: First-brood codling moth is now almost ended. Second brood 
of red-banded leafroller is vrell under v.ray. TDE is suggested where 
needed. Watch for scale crawlers. 
-2­
First-brood curculio is about through, and disking the or­
chards is suggested to reduce the second brood. DDT should be used 
for Oriental fruit moth second brood. Watch for red-banded leafroller 
in peaches, and use TDE if necessary. 
At Lexington, Ky., European red mites are building up rapid­
ly in most orchards, and treatment with DN-111 is needed immediately. 
In the rest of these areas, mites may become severe in individual or­
chards. 
Areas 5 and 6. Quincy-Pittsfield; Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: 
First-brood codling moth is tapering off. Keep a protective spray on 
at 10-day intervals, however, to keep the stragglers from entering the 
fruit. Continue a weak Bordeaux fungicide for scab and blAck rot con­
trol. Moderate to heavy red mite infestations are spotted but common 
throughout the area, and orchards should be watched closely. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Protective sprays for 
codling moth and apple scab should be continued at 10-day intervals. 
Watch for mite development. 
* * * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in
cooperation with fruit growers .and federal and state agencies, includ­ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­linois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Department
of Horticulture, and George C. Decker of the Illinois Natural HistorySurvey. 
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Are~s RefArred to in T~xt 
No. 16--July 9-15, 1950 
Areas 1 end 2. Western K~ntuc1~ and Villa Ridge, Illinois; 
Carbondale-Vincennes: Second-brood codling moth hatch has begun in 
Area 1, and the first adults emerged in caged fruit at Carbondale a 
week ago. Sprays for second brood should go on in Area 2 early this 
week. 
Plum cu~culio numbers are up, and the first second-brood 
curculio spray should be on now. Be sure to watch peach orchards for 
mites and red-banded leafroller, especially where much DDT has been 
used. Fresh twig injury by oriental fruit moth is decreasing. 
Most Forbes scale crawlers have become established, but a 
few active crawlers ere still present in Area 2. 
Now is the time to apply the first DDT trunk spray for peach 
borer control. 
Area 3. Eelleville-Ee.rdtn-Centralia: Codling moth appears 
to be definitely between broods now, but some orchards may need to be 
sprayed for second brood by the middle of this week. Where control 
during first brood was good, the first second-brood spray may be de­
layed until the first of next week. 
Red-banded leafroller larvae are still hatching, but most 
are a week to 10 days old. In infested orchards these larvae will 
1 
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soon be attacking the fruit. Green apple aphids are on the decrease, 
apparently as the result of an increase in predators and parasites. 
Plum curculio adults are definitely increasing. The first 
second-brood spray should be applied immediately. Since oriental in­
jury is still low in most orchards in this area, it may not be neces­
sary to include DDT until the second spray. 
Area 4. Bedford-Lexingto~ Although mature colding moth 
larvae are still leaving fruit in large numbe::-es, some early adults 
are probably e~erging now. The fifth cover spray will need to be ap­
plied in most orchards in this area about the end of this week. Be­
cause of this overlapping of generations, 1 t H'ill be necessary to keep 
a good coverage on apples at all times. 
Mite populations are generally on the increase on both ap­
ples and peaches. Infestations are spotted, however, so that it will 
be necessary for each grower to watch his own orchard carefully. 
Plum curculio is still between broods, but heavy second­
brood emergence is anticipated. The first second-brood spray will 
need to go on in this area about the end of this week or the first of 
next week. Be sure to include sulfur with every application. If 
rains continue, additional sulfur sprays or dusts will be needed. 
Nowr is the time to apply sprays ( ferbam, 1 1/2 pounds per 
100 gallons) for anthracnose control on new raspberry canes. Where 
ferbam has been used for black-rot control on grapes, it may be neces­
sary now to apply one or two sprays of tribasic copper sulfate to 
control mildev.r. 
Areas 5 and 6. Q.uincy-Pittsfield; Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: 
There has been little change in conditions in these areas since last week. 
-3­
Although codling moth activity is still low--probably at or near the 
end of the first-brood period--there is enough overlapping of broods 
to require the maintenance of good coverage on apples at all times. 
Mites are increasing now, following recent rains, but in­
festations are very spotted. 
Area 7. Northern Indiana-Illinois: Codling moth activity 
is about as it was last week. Watch for mites, as serious infestations 
have already been reported from the western part of this area. 
Sulfur sprays for scab control must be continued. 
* * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray servica report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies, includ­
ing the Agricultural Exper1.ment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Illinois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Carl J. Weinman of the Illinois State Natural History 
Survey, Urbana, Illinois. 
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No . .17--July 16-22, 1950 
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Ji JL 1 Q.~9Sfi.al. We are reaching the period, on both apples and 
PA~Sh@~J •~~nt~9~ compatibility of insecticides, •mite sprays, fungi­
cides, and various spray supplements becomes a complex problem. 
Parathion and TEP can be used with most spray materials ex­
cept Bordeaux mixture, lime, and summer oil. 
DN-111 should not be used with Bordeaux mixture, lime, oil, 
or sulfur. 
DDT and TDE are less effective when used with strong Bordeaux 
or lime and may cause some injury with oil. 
Ferbam should not be used with lime or Bordeaux and may cause 
some injury when used continuously with summer oil. 
Other mite sprays, such as Aramite, Dimite, etc., have not 
been tested sufficiently to determine their compatibility with other 
materials. Our suggestion at present is to use them as special sprays 
and not combine them with other materials. 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Western Kentucky and Villa Ridge, 
J .l.J:Jp.01s _; Ca:;?bondale-Vincennes; Belleville-Hardin-Centralia; Bedford­
I:~~ :r~.J.!?-g ton; Quincy-Pittsfield: Second-brood codling moth sprays are 
in order during this period. Observations in different orchards indi­
cate that first-brood control was excellent in most orchards. Never­
theless it is . possible to find a sufficient number of first-brood 
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entries to warrant the need for good protection through the second­
brood period. Cover sprays at 10- to 14-day intervals should be ad­
equate. Red-banded leafroller second brood is still considered a 
minor problem in most orchards but bears watching. 
Mites appear to be building up in many orchards and have 
been reported to be particularly serious on peaches in Area 4. Peach 
growers in Area 4 should plan a mite spray this week. 
On peaches second-brood curculio jumped this past week, but 
it was much more noticeable in lead arsenate blocks than where organ­
ic insecticides had been used. 
Arsenical injury is showing up in some peach orchards, and 
corrective sprays, such as fresh lime, are suggested in such cases. 
Sulfur should be continued at 5- to 7-day intervals on 
peaches to control brown rot. 
Areas 6 and 7: Champaign-Peoria-Lafayette: Northern Indiana­
Illinois: Second-brood codling moth is expected to start in Area 6 by
July 21. Fresh first-brood entries were found in Area 7 on July 8. 
Therefore, insecticide protection at 10- to 14-day intervals is sug­
gested. 
Mite control is a must in these areas. Most orchards show 
sufficient infestation to cause a serious problem with the first dry
weather. 
* * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies, includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­
linois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Depart­
ment of Horticulture. 
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No. 18--July 23-29, 1950 
Areas l, 2, 3, and 4. Western Kentucky and Villa Ri~~ 
Illinois; Carbondale-Vincennes-: Belleville-Hardin... centralia: Bedfo~ 
Lexington: Codling moth second-b~ood hatch is still under way and 
protection is necessary in most orchards. Scale development contin­
ues and mites are serious ih many orchards. Red-banded leafroller is 
spotty over these areas and is causing considerable damage in some 
orchards. For growers who want to t~ke a chance this would be an 
excellent time for parathion. DDT may still be used for codling moth. 
TDE for leafrollers and if parathion is not being used, mites may be 
controlled by anyone of a number of mite sprays. 
Some growers are having success with TEP for mites. Others 
have found t~ro appli~a tions of DN-111 very effective. Dimi te has 
proved to be exceptionally good for mites. Apple diseases appear to 
be at a lbw ebb except for cedar and quince rust infections in some 
areas. Ferbam ~t this ~ime would probably not help this situation 
very much. It is hoped that most gro~ers have maintained a light fungt­
cide program for such diseases as secondary scab, ~ooty blotch, black 
rot, and bitter rot. 
On peaches curculio, second brood, appears to be diminishing. 
Some orchards show that a third-brood Oriental is coming in. Mites 
-2­
are present in some peach orchards and are particularly serious in 
Area 4. Red-banded leafroller can be found in some peach orchards. 
Parathion would be ideal at this time as an emergency spray where 
Oriental fruit moth, mites, and leafroller are present. Brown rot 
control should be continued on varieties nearing maturity. 
Areas 5, 6, and 7. Quincy-Pittsfield: Champaign-Peoria­
Lafayette; Northern Indiana-Illinois: Watch closely for codling moth, 
mites_, scale, a~red-banded lea.fr--Oller development. Second-brood 
codling moth development is under way now in Areas 5 and 6. Area 7 
may still be having some first-brood codling moth but their difficulty 
should be mostly mites at this time. Parathion would be a good emer­
gency spray in Areas 5 and 6 in orchards where codling moth, mites, 
scale, and leafrollers are present. 
* * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies: includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Illinois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Department 
of Horticulture. 
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Text 
No. 19--July 30-Aug. 5, 1950 
On apples, second-brood codling moth hatch continues in all 
areas except 7. Protection is needed at 10-to 14-day intervals. Some 
growers are using nicotine-oil sprays, while others are sticking to DDT. 
Mites are building up in all orchards. The two-spotted mite seems to 
be worse in southern Illinois, but both mites are present. Second- and 
third-brood red-banded leafroller are overlapping in Areas 1-5 inclu­
sive. TDE should be used if this pest develops to serious proportions. 
Scab infections are serious in some areas, and such fungicides as fer­
bam or weak Bordeaux should be used. No bitter rot has appeared to 
date, but it bears watching. 
On peaches, curculio second brood is still at work, and in­
secticide applications are suggested in Areas 1-4 inclusive. Oriental 
fruit moth third-brood hatch is still under way, and DDT is suggested 
where fruit entry is serious. The main peach harvest of Elberta will 
vary from orchard to orchard, depending on foliage conditions, but 
Area 1 will probably start August 5-10, with Area 4 coming on about 
August 15-20. Mites are building up on peaches and will bear watching. 
The second application of DDT for peach tree borer control should be 
made at this time. 
Sulfur at 4-day intervals is suggested for brown rot control 
where it is serious 
* ' ** * * * * 
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That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies; in­
cluding the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and 
Illinois, the IllincisState Natural History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
was compiled by Dwight Powell of the University of Illinois Department 
of Horticulture. 
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No. 20--Aug. 6-12, 1950 
The time has come when every orchard has its own special 
problems. In general, however, second-brood codling moth is still 
active in Areas 1-6, and second brood is probably starting in Area 7. 
This year has provided an excellent example of the importance of con­
trolling codling moth in the first brood. Those orchards in which 
first-brood control was adequate are now almost clean, and growers 
have lengthened the interval between sprays. Some have practically 
stopped spraying for codling moth. Where first-brood control was 
not good, however, codling moth continues to be a problem, and spray­
ing at 10-to 14-day intervals must be continued. 
Red-banded leafroller is still largely between broods in 
Areas 2-4. The first third-brood larvae are probably hatching now in 
Area 2, but nearly mature worms can still be observed in most orchards. 
Watch late varieties for a sudden increase in this pest; and plan to 
spray, if the infestation is threatening, about August 9-16 in 
Areas 1-4. 
With the exception of a few local spots, both European red 
mites and two-spotted mites are still on the increase. Little damage 
from these pests has been reported on peaches, but do not overlool{ 
the possibility that occasional peach orchards may become heavily 
-2­
infested. Two-spotted mites are building up faster than the European 
red mite in most orchards now. 
There has been a definite increase in crawling young of Forbes 
scale during the past week in Areas 1 and 2. No bitter rot has yet been 
reported, but it still may appear in some localities. Conditions have 
been favorable for the development of scab on late varieties of apples. 
Some spray injury has been observed from the application of Bordeaux 
sprays on Golden Delicious. 
There has been a natural reduction of about 35-50 percent in 
numbers of curculios during the past week. In Area 4 the last curculio 
spray could still be applied on Elberta if it is done at once. 
Oriental fruit moth emergence is at its season's peak now in 
Areas 2 and 3. Total numbers, however, are far below normal. This 
pest has not been--and probably will not be--a serious threat in most 
orchards. 
As might be expected, following frequent rains recently in 
most parts of the peach-growing sections, brown rot is on the increase. 
Rotting peaches still on the tree can be observed in many orchards. No 
peach grower who expects to harvest a crop can afford to discontinue 
fungicide sprays for brown rot now. Sulfur should be applied as often 
as every 4 days in orchards having a serious brown-rot problem. 
It has been observed that peaches are betng picked while they 
are still green. Because of market conditions and lack of competition,
it appears that this is one year when growers do not have to pick
peaches green. 
* * * * * * * That concludes today's spray service report, presented in co­
operation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies; including
the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois,
the Illinois State Natural History Survey, and the Federal Deciduous 
Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report was complied
by Carl J. Weinman of the Illinois State Natural History Survey. 
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Areas Referred to in Text 
No. 21--Aug. 13-19, 1950 
Codling moth second-brood hatch is about over in Areas 1-4. 
No third-brood activity has started. yet. 
Red-banded leafroller third~brood hatch is at a peak now in 
Areas 1-5. At the Vincennes ins~ctary, 63 percent of the second-brood 
larvae have emerged as adults, and eggs laid through July 29 have 
hatched. 
Mites continue to be a problem in all areas. Orchards should 
be checked periodically for any increase in mite population. The two­
spotted mite usually leaves the fruit for winter quarters about the 
third week in August, so it will probably not be practical to spray 
for this pest from now on. 
No bitter rot has been reported yet. 
On peaches, curculio is through for the season. Oriental 
fruit moth third brood had a peak flight at Vincennes July 31--August 1. 
Entries in haPvested fruit appear to be light, but some -areas still 
show an increase in moths over last year. Brown rot is serious in 
some orchards. Sulfur sprays or dusts at four-day intervals are sug­
gested for its control. 
* * * * * * * 
That concludes today's spray service report, presented in 
cooperation with fruit growers and federal and state agencies, includ­
ing the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Kentucky, Indiana, and Il­
linois, the Illinois State Natural History Survey, and the Federal 
Deciduous Fruit Insect Laboratory at Vincennes, Indiana. This report 
w·~s compiled by Dwight Powell, Department of Horticulture, University
of Illinois. 
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No. 22--Aug. 20-26, 1950 IAreas Referred to in Text 
On apples, third-brood codling moth is starting in Area 1. 
There is no indication in Area 2 that the third.b~ood has started, 
but new egg-hatching is expected by August 25. Thus in Areas 2-5 
gro~vers should watch for tbird-b.rood codling moth from .August 25 to 
September 4. Thlrd-brood red-banded leafroller hatch is still under 
way. A fourth brood of this insect should occur in .early September 
in Areas 1-5. 
Mite sprays should still be applied in heavily infested 
orchards. Two-spotted mites have started hib~rnation. Orchards that 
have had moderately heavy mite damage may ~xpect to see yellow leaf, 
marginal lnjury and a general defoliation from now on. Some of this 
injury may be from the various chemicals used on mite-injured foliage. 
Foliage that has been damaged by mites is apparently more susceptible 
to chemical injury than foliage that has not been damaged. 
No bitter rot has been reported so far this season. If it 
does break out, use 4-6-100 Bordeaux sprays to control it. Continue 
weekly observations of your orchard, as bitter rot may be spotted on 
only one or two trees. Spraying in such areas may help to control it. 
However, once it has been allowed to spread, thorough treatment of the 
entire orchard is advisable. 
-2­
On peaches, Oriental third brood is diminishing rapidly. 
Contlnue sulfur treatment for brown rot control. Peach orchards which 
were moderately infested with leafroller may be sprayed after harvest 
with TDE to reduce the population for next year. 
This is the last spray service report for this season. The 
following cooperators should be commended for their efforts in getting 
the information in to this office: Donald W. Hamilton, Bureau of En­
tomology and Plant Quarantine, Vincennes, Indiana: C. L. Burkholder 
and EPic G. Sharvelle, Department of Horticulture, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Indiana; G. Edward Marshall, Purdue University, Orleans, 
Indiana; W. D. Armstrong, Western Kentucky Experiment Station, Prince­
ton, Kentucky; J. R. Rodriquez, Lexington, Kentucky; Jim Wood, Cali­
fornia Spray Chemical Company, Quincy, Illinois: Richard Broom, Niagara 
Chemical Division, Middleport, New York; Thomas Higgins, Asst. County 
Agent, Goshen, Indiana; S. C. Chandler, 607 W. College Street, Carbon­
dale, Illinois; Les Stone, Moline, Illinois; Fred Baxter, Nauvoo, Illi­
nois; Earl Ebert, Peoria, Illinois; Frank Chatten, Quincy, Illinois; 
D. P. Dell, Grafton, Illinois; M. L. Casper, Cobden, Illinois; Cornell 
~ckert, Belleville, Illinois; L. A. Floyd, Greenville, Illinois; Davis 
Foreman, Pittsfield, Illinois; 0. L. McBride, Villa Ridge, Illinois: 
qay J. Newman, Martinsville, Illinois; H. B. Seager, Farina, Illinois~ 
L. M. Smith, Ozark, Illinois; W. E. Webbe, Mossley Hills Orchard, Bar­
rington, Illinois; and the staffs of the Illinois Natural History Sur­
vey and the University of Illinois Department of Horticulture, Urbana, 
Illinois. 
************ 
These reports were compiled by Dwight Powell, Department of 
Horticulture, Unlversity of Illinois, and C. J. Weinman, Illinois Natu­
ral Histor)y Survey. ************ 
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